Abstract Electrocatalytic activity of graphene grown epitaxially on SiC is studied using cyclic voltammetry and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. AFM images show steplike topography of SiC-graphene. For ferri-/ferrocyanide redox couple, no voltammetric response is observed at the pristine graphene. Basal planes of graphite are electrochemically inactive as well. After electrochemical oxidation, apparent redox peaks appear at both the graphene and graphite electrode. However, more intensive redox peaks are observed at graphene, where simultaneous redox reaction with the adsorbed and the diffused ferri-/ferrocyanide ions occurs. Electrochemical impedance measurements show that the graphene electrode behaves like an array of microelectrodes. We used the partially blocked electrode model to fit impedance data. Using the fitting parameters, a size of microelectrodes was found to be 23.8±2.1 μm and the active surface of graphene was estimated to be 21 %. A value of the standard electron transfer rate constant found for the anodized epitaxial graphene (2.16±0.32)×10
Introduction
The successful development of graphene-based electrochemical sensors and energy storage systems depends on largescale availability of the material. Single-and few-layer graphene was successfully isolated for the first time by Boehm in 1962 [1] . But global efforts to investigate and exploit graphene properties have got underway since Novoselov et al. [2] discovered a simple method of graphene manufacturing by mechanical exfoliation of bulk graphite.
The widely used large-scale method of graphene fabrication is the reduction of graphene oxide [3, 4] . Glassy carbon electrodes modified with reduced graphene oxide demonstrate fast electron transfer [5] and possess good effectiveness toward simultaneous detection of ascorbic acid, dopamine, and serotonin [6, 7] . The DNA-bases sensors on the base of reduced graphene oxide were prepared as well [8] .
Continuous graphene layers are grown successfully by chemical vapor deposition of hydrocarbons onto transition metal substrates [9] [10] [11] [12] . As revealed by electrochemical cell microscopy experiments, the heterogeneous electron transfer Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1007/s10008-014-2512-1) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users. rate increases with the number of graphene layers [13] . Another important factor determining the electrocatalytic activity of this material is the graphene layer stacking. A considerable disadvantage of CVD-grown graphene is that transfer to a semi-insulating or insulating substrate is required before using them as electrodes.
That is one of the reasons for developing a method of single-or few-layer graphene preparation by thermal decomposition of SiC [14, 15] . In this method, epitaxial graphene (EG) is grown directly on the semi-insulating SiC substrate. However, because decomposition of SiC is not a self-limiting process, regions with different number of graphene layers coexist [16, 17] , giving rise to non-homogeneous electrocatalytic activity of the EG electrode.
The present work derives from our conviction that there is a correlation between efficiency of redox reactions occurring at the EG electrode and structure of interfacial water at graphene buffer layer, G 0 , and subsequent G n layers of intrinsic graphene. The interaction of the interfacial water with EG grown on SiC has been studied theoretically [18, 19] and experimentally by frequency modulation AFM [20] , highresolution X-ray analyses [21] , vibrational spectroscopy [22] , and contact angle goniometry [23] . It has been shown that the G 0 containing high number of sp 3 carbon-bonded inclusions chemically bonds the closest lying water molecules and, probably, blocks electrochemical reactions at the interface.
To verify the conjecture of the blocking character of G 0 , we have carried out cyclic voltammetry (CV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) experiments at EG electrode. CV data obtained at EG electrode were compared with graphite. We have chosen Fe(CN) 6 3−/4− as a benchmark system. This redox pair is very sensitive to the state of the surface and has been used in the investigations of electrocatalytic activity of carbon electrodes [24] .
EG was characterized using Raman spectroscopy and AFM. Due to rather poor electrocatalytic activity of intrinsic graphene and graphite [25] [26] [27] , the electrodes were activated by anodization [28, 29] . It has been shown that during electrochemical oxidation, several functional groups connect to the graphite basal plane and many multivacancies and small etch pits appear [30] . As it was noticed in [31] , the activation of graphite toward Fe(CN) 6 3−/4− redox reaction is rather related to the lattice damage than surface oxides. As we show, redox reactions of Fe(CN) 6 3−/4− occur at both the anodized graphite and EG. To resolve the question whether surface functional groups, which are unresistant to the reduction, or more stable topological defects are responsible for catalytic activity of electrodes, the CV tests were repeated at electrochemically reduced electrodes. Results suggest different activation mechanism at graphite basal planes and EG.
Models assuming both the uniform diffusion at homogeneous flat electrode and the radial diffusion at partially blocked flat electrode (PBE) were considered in the discussion of the ac electrochemical impedance data. Experiments and simulations provide new insights into processes occurring at the EG electrode. Particularly, it has been shown that only 21 % of the surface of EG is electrocatalytically active. Our observations bear important implications for the understanding and control of the electrocatalytic activity of the EG.
Experimental setup
EG was fabricated on the silicon face of highly purity SiC-H. Details for the growth of epitaxial graphene have been published [15] . Commercial highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) plate of grade ZYH (Materials Quartz Inc.®) was also used as a bulk graphite electrode. Samples were characterized by Raman spectroscopy and AFM. Raman spectra were measured using inVia spectrometer (Renishaw, Gloucestershire, UK) at laser excitation light of the length of 488 nm in a backscattering geometry. Surface morphology was imaged in contact mode using an Agilent 5500 AFM/ SPM microscope.
The anodization was carried out by applying a potential of + 1.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl for 1,000 s in pH 7 phosphate buffer solution. Much better wetting of the oxidized electrodes was observed with the naked eye. After electrochemical measurements, the electrodes were reduced in the same buffer solution at potential of −1.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl for 1,000 s. Chronoamperometric curves recorded during anodization and reduction process are presented in Fig. S1 of Supplementary Material.
CVs were recorded using a computer-controlled Autolab (Eco Chemie) modular electrochemical system equipped with a PGSTAT128N potentiostat, controlled by NOVA software. The measurements were carried out using a three-electrode electrochemical cell. The effect of the uncompensated resistance was reduced by applying the positive feedback technique. HOPG plate 1.0×1.0×0.1 cm in size and the EG grown on SiO 2 /SiC 1.0×1.0 cm in size were used as the working electrodes. Details concerning geometry of contacts are described in Supplementary Material. The counter electrode was a Pt wire, and the reference electrode was Ag/AgCl (3 mol· L −1 KCl). CVs were recorded for 1 mmol·L
with scan rates, υ, ranging from 20 to 200 mV·s
. As a supporting electrolyte, an aqueous solution of 1 mol·L
KCl was used. All measurements were carried out in the thermostated system at the room temperature (293 K).
The EIS spectra were measured using computer-controlled system Zahner/IM6/6EX. We have done the experiments in the potentiostatic mode, at a fixed DC potential equal to the half-wave potentials derived from the CV spectra. A sinusoidal signal of very small amplitude of 10 mV in the frequency range from 1 Hz to 1 MHz was superimposed on the DC potential. The resulting current was measured to determine the impedance.
Measurements were performed at the graphene working electrode against the reference electrode Ag/AgCl (3 mol·L
KCl), while the Pt plate (area of 2 cm 2 ) served as a counter electrode. Both the CV and EIS measurements were carried out at the standard ambient temperature of 293 K. The EIS data were analyzed using EIS Spectrum Analyser Freeware [32] . Fitting to the partially blocked electrode model was done using Matlab® procedures for solving the non-linear least squares problems.
Results and discussion
In the AFM image shown in Fig. 1a , b, a characteristic steplike topography of SiC substrate is seen. The steps are 1-2-μm wide and about 1.2-nm tall. The graphene layers grow on the SiC step edges, where excess of C atoms diffusing across the substrate is produced [16, 17] . Layers G 1 and G 2 of the intrinsic graphene and the SiC substrate are separated by the graphene buffer layer G 0 , which contains high number of sp there are steps where one or two layers of graphene have grown and steps covered only with G 0 .
Raman spectra of HOPG and EG are dominated by G band and their second-order counterpart G′ which are typical for sp 2 carbon-bonded systems [33, 34] . In EG, an additional D mode appears, which is active in disordered systems. Using the procedure proposed by Lucchese [35, 36] , on the base of the intensity ratio of D and G band, I D /I G =1.6, an averaged distance between defects was estimated~7 nm. Large intensities of I D prove high contribution of area covered with highly disordered G 0 in the EG surface.
CVs obtained at the EG and HOPG electrodes are shown in Fig. 2 . No electrochemical response for Fe(CN) 6 3−/4− is observed at pristine electrodes. These results coincide with the observed low electrocatalytic activity of the EG toward oxygen reduction reaction [37] . After anodization, apparent peaks appear with half-wave potentials of E 1/2 =0.268V vs. Ag/ AgCl and E 1/2 =−0.025V vs. Ag/AgCl for HOPG and EG, respectively. We have estimated the E 1/2 for EG from the CV obtained at the lowest scan rate, at which quasi-reversible reaction occurs. Because of asymmetry of CV curves at the EG, estimated value of the formal potential is approximate. Oxidation and reduction peaks disappear at the EG electrode 6 3−/4− redox couple in KCl supporting electrolyte at pristine, anodized, and cathodically treated HOPG (a) and EG (b) after electrochemical reduction in buffer solution. As it is seen in Fig. 2a , the same treatment causes only slight decrease of the oxidation and reduction peak currents at the HOPG electrode.
A dependence of the oxidation peak current, i p Ox , on the square root of the scan rate, v 1/2 , at the HOPG and EG electrode is presented in Fig. 3 . Anodic peak current at the HOPG electrode increases linearly with v 1/2 indicating a chemically reversible redox process. Using the RandlesŠevčik equation,
where z is a number of transfered electrons exchanged in the redox reaction, A is the active surface of the electrode in square centimeters, D is the diffusion coefficient [cm 2 ⋅s ]; the diffusion coefficient was calculated. Its value estimated from the slope coefficient, B, was found to be (7.1±0.8)×10
. To the uncertainty of the result mainly contributes low accuracy of the active area of the HOPG (0.85±0.05cm 2 ). Even so, similar values for Fe(CN) 6 3−/4 − redox couple in aqueous KCl solution were reported in [38, 39] .
CV curves recorded at the EG electrode are asymmetric (i p Ox /i p Red =0.75), which indicates the irreversible redox reaction. In the investigated scan rates range, separation of the anodic and cathodic peak potentials also shows quasireversible and irreversible responses, suggesting a blocked surface (see Figure S4 in Supplementary Material).
On the other hand, the anodic current peaks are much more intensive than peaks observed at the HOPG electrode. As it is shown in Fig. 3 . That means that the observed peak current is partially due to a reaction of the redox couple adsorbed at the electrode and partially due to a reaction of Fe(CN) 6 3−/4− diffusing through the diffusion layer. It is important to note that the reduction process of the adsorbed redox species is more efficient than oxidation. This probably indicates higher adsorption ability of Fe(CN) 6 3− than Fe(CN) 6 4−
. The different adsorption ability of Fe(CN) 6 3− and Fe(CN) 6 4− causes the negative shift of redox potential at the EG electrode as compared to HOPG.
As it is seen, the deviation from the quadratic dependence is observed at higher scan rates. This deviation can be attributed to high resistance of the electrode and to the lateral diffusion at microelectrodes, which causes decrease of the peak currents with increasing scan rate [40, 41] .
Opposite to the HOPG, the EG electrode loses its electrocatalytic properties after electrochemical reduction. This finding as well as higher peak currents at the EG showed different activation mechanisms at basal graphite plane and epitaxially grown graphene. Probably, redox mediation by functional groups (e. g., quinones) occurs at the EG electrode, whereas edge planes and other zero and one-dimensional surface defects are responsible for catalytic activity of HOPG toward Fe(CN) 6 3−/4− . As the surface functional groups are not resistant to the electrochemical reduction, the electrochemical response disappear at the reduced EG electrode. On the other hand, surface defects do not disappear after reduction of HOPG.
The uniform diffusion-controlled mass transport phenomena through the solid-liquid interface are well described within the Nicholson theory [42] . Using the procedure described in [43] and Figure S4 of Supplementary Material, the standard heterogeneous electron transfer rate constant, k s , of the electron transfer between Fe(CN) 6 3−/4− and the anodized HOPG was roughly estimated to ∼5×10 −2 cm⋅s −1 . As the separation of peak potentials are large at the EG electrode ( Figure S4 of Supplementary Material), the use of the Nicholson procedure would be irrelevant. Theoretical value of the standard rate constant for interfacial charge transfer between a semimetallic electrode and Fe(CN) 6 3−/4− was calculated to 2.8× 10 −4 cm⋅s −1 [44] . For basal planes of the pristine HOPG, the observed value of k s is less than 10 −6 cm⋅s −1 [45] . Low electron transfer kinetics at semi-metallic electrodes is a consequence of the low density of states at the Fermi level [46] . Electrochemical oxidation leads to the disruption of the surface basal planes and destruction of their semi-metallic character, that permits increase of electron transfer rate by a 10 4 factor. Theoretical calculations show that defects introduced into graphene planes induce additional electron states near the Fermi level [47] . As it is demonstrated in [36] , disorderinduced states contribute to electrochemical performance of carbon nanotube and graphene electrodes. As the presented above CV data deliver no clinching arguments for the question, if the EG can be considered as an array of partially blocked electrodes, the EIS experiments were performed at this electrode. EIS data in the Nyquist and Bode representation are shown, respectively, in Fig. 4a, b . In addition, Bode diagrams for real and imagined part of impedance are plotted in Figure S6 of Supplementary Materials.
Nyquist plot consists of two semicircles in high-and intermediate-frequency region, which are followed by an irregular line in low-frequency region. The semicircle at high frequencies corresponds to silver/graphene interface, which is represented by contact resistance, R int , and interface capacitance, C int . The large semicircle in the intermediate-frequency region arises due to the electron transfer through electrolyte/ graphene interface. Bode plot shows phase angle dependence as a function of frequency. The maximum at 1.6 kHz refers to the top of the semicircle in the intermediate-frequency region of Nyquist plot. Below 135 Hz, the dependence of phase angle on frequency is rather weak. It corresponds to the quasi-linear part of the Nyquist plot and represents the diffusionally limited electrochemical process.
In Fig. 4c , extended Randles-Erschler equivalent circuit is shown, which consists of double-layer capacitance, C dl , connected in parallel with charge transfer resistance, R ct , in series with the Warburg/PBE impedance, Z W,PBE . The intercept of the Nyquist plot with real axis of impedance in high-frequency region corresponds to the resistance of electrolyte represented by R e [48] . An additional RC circuit in parallel consisting of silver/graphene interface resistance, R int , and silver/graphene interface capacitance, C int , was connected in series to the Randles-Erschler equivalent circuit. The equivalent circuit parameters fitted to experimental data using the Warburg (uniform diffusion) and PBE impedance (non-uniform diffusion) are compared in Table 1 .
It should be noted that at frequencies higher than 100 kHz, beyond the electrolyte, electrode, and contact resistance/ capacitance, the inductance of the electrochemical cell and external wires affects the impedance. The inductance can interfere with pure resistance/capacitance of the contact, resistance of electrode, and resistance of the solution. Due to this interferences, the value of R e was estimated with relative standard error higher than 50 %. To determine the value of the solution resistance, we have carried out the series of EIS experiments at metallic and glassy carbon electrodes ( Figure S7 of the Supplementary Material). Results show that the serial resistance at metallic and glassy carbon electrode is no higher than 40 Ω.
The tail at low frequencies pertains to the diffusion of ions into the bulk of electrolyte. It is represented by the Warburg impedance, Z W =σ * /( jω) n , where j ¼ ffiffiffiffiffi ffi −1 p and ω is the angular frequency. When uniform diffusion occurs in semiinfinite space, the slope of linear part of the Nyquist plot is equal to 1, the phase angle in the Bode plot is equal to 0, and n=0.5. For this ideal Warburg impedance, the σ * parameter has a meaning of Warburg coefficient, σ, given by the formula [Ω] 569.14 543.89
Column "R-E Warb" corresponds to the model containing the Warburg impedance Z W , whereas column "R-E PBE" corresponds to the circuit with PBE impedance, Z PBE . Parameter σ res is the standard deviation of residuals Here, R is the universal gas constant (8. [20, 21, 49] . Particularly, this concerns the areas covered only with buffer layer G 0 [21] . The Raman and AFM data presented above suggest that EG should be rather considered as an array of intrinsic graphene domains, G n , which are embedded in G 0 -SiC plane. Thus, EG should be treated as PBE with nonactive and active domains, which are depicted in Fig. 5 . According to PBE model [40, 41, [50] [51] [52] , the diffusion impedance is determined by the Warburg coefficient σ and coverage of the blocking layer, θ. The active area of microelectrode is represented as 1−θ. When microelectrodes are disk-shaped, then
Here, r a is the radius of the active part of the microelectrode and r 0 is the radius of the whole domain surrounding the active part.
When the whole area of the electrode is active, i.e., r a =r 0 , the coverage of blocking layer θ=0 and the total diffusion impedance of the electrode is equal to infinite Warburg impedance, Z W . For 0<θ<1, diffusion impedance of PBE is given by the formula [41, 52] 
where q is the characteristic frequency of lateral diffusion within non-homogeneous diffusion layer (see Fig. 5 ). For 1 −θ>0.1, the expression of q parameter is [41, 52] q ¼ 2D
According to the fitting results collected in Table 1 and residuals of phase angle presented in Fig. 4b , the PBE model is more suitable to the investigated system at frequencies lower than 10 Hz. Standard deviation of residuals, σ res , are comparable for both models, but the σ * parameter in the term Z W , which is responsible for the diffusion has no clear physical meaning for n≠0.5. Furthermore, the behavior of the real system is reflected quite good in the PBE model at low frequencies, when overlapping of the diffusion profiles of microelectrodes occurs. Using expressions 3 and 5, data from the Table 1 , and diffusion coefficient determined from CV experiments, the radius of the microdomain in EG, r 0 , and radius of the electroactive part of microelectrode, r a , were estimated to, respectively, 23.8±2.1 and 11.1±1.3μm. Note that obtained results concern the disk-shaped microelectrode array model, while the EG electrode forms an array of stripes of width of 1 −2μm and length of tens or hundreds of micrometers (see Fig. 1a ). The estimated value of Warburg coefficient, σ=(1.125±0.068)×10 Charge transfer resistance depends on the exchange current i 0 at equilibrium, according to
where i 0 =zFAk s c. Using Eq. 6, a value of the standard electron transfer rate constant between EG and Fe(CN) 6 3−/4− was calculated to (2.16±0.32)×10
It should be noted that reduction of Fe(CN) 6 3− at graphene has been extensively studied by Valota et al. [39] . Electron transfer rate constant for exfoliated graphene with very low defect density on Si/SiO 2 was found to be 1.2×10 −3 cm⋅s −1 . According to the results presented by us, the pristine HOPG basal planes and the pristine EG are electrochemically inactive, what contradicts to the findings of Valota. Probably, besides of defects and surface functional groups, substrate is an important factor, which enhances or hinders electrocatalytic activity of graphene electrodes. Influence of substrate and surface morphology of the EG (number of intrinsic layers, Fig. 5 EG as a partially blocked electrode. Areas of the G 0 -SiC covered with intrinsic graphene layers, G n , are electrocatalytically active. Directly above the interface, the lateral non-homogeneous diffusion represented by impedance Z BPE occurs defect density) on its electrocatalytic activity is the focus of ongoing work.
Conclusions
At both the pristine EG and HOPG basal plane electrodes, redox reaction does not occur. Electrochemical oxidation causes a change of electrocatalytic activity. However, evident difference in the behavior of the EG and graphite is observed. While at the oxidized basal planes of HOPG redox reactions are reversible, the EG behaves as a partially blocked electrode. The CV and EIS data suggesting that the EG is an array of microelectrodes are supported by AFM images, in which not homogeneous, step-like surface topography is clearly seen. Furthermore, the intensive D-line in the Raman spectrum is an indicative of high content of defects, which are characteristic to the buffer graphene layer G 0 .
The EG shows transient activity toward Fe(CN) 6 3−/4− and high redox peak currents after activation, as compared with HOPG. This behavior suggest that there are two different activation mechanisms of redox reaction in EG and HOPG. In the first case, unstable surface functional groups are responsible for both the adsorption of Fe(CN) 6 3−/4− and redox mediation. Functional groups disappear after electrochemical reduction and the EG loses its electrocatalytic properties. In the second case, electrocatalytic activity of basal planes of graphite is responsible for more stable lattice defects, which are resistant against reduction. Therefore, the HOPG electrode is active after electrochemical treatment with cathodic current.
